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The development of methods suitable to tackle the problem of inductive logic – how to justify 
arguments that generalise findings from data – has been signified by great controversies in the 
foundations and – later – also in statistics education. There have been several attempts to reconcile 
the various approaches or to simplify statistical inference: EDA, Non-parametric statistics, and the 
Bootstrap. EDA focuses on a strong connection between data and context, non parametrics reduces 
the complexity of the model, and Bootstrap rests solely on the data. Informal inference subsumes two 
different areas of didactic endeavour: teaching strategies to simplify the full complexity of inference 
by analogies, simulations, or visualisations on the one hand, and reduce the complexity of inference 
by a novel approach of Bootstrap and re-randomisation. The considerations about statistical 
inference will remain important in the era of Big Data. In this paper, the various approaches are 
compared for their merits and drawbacks. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Controversies in the foundation of stochastics 

Historically, the development of methods suitable to tackle the problem of inductive logic – 
how to conclude rationally from empirically data to hypotheses – has been signified by great 
controversies (see, Stegmüller, 1973; Hacking, 1975; Borovcnik, 1984; Gigerenzer 1993). Barnett 
(1982) tried to reconcile the various approaches. The controversy does not restrict itself to the dispute 
between R. A. Fisher with his pure significance test and Neyman and Pearson with their test policy of 
uniformly most powerful tests (see Barnett, 1982, or Borovcnik & Kapadia, 2015); it extends also to 
inference beyond the paradigm of frequentist probability, which is the main interpretation of 
Kolmogorov’s axiomatic justification of probability. The controversy on statistical inference was 
fuelled by different conceptions of probability: the frequentist and the subjectivist theories of 
probability, which lead to different theories for statistical inference and caused a fierce controversy on 
the foundations of stochastics beginning from de Finetti’s (1937) axiomatic approach toward 
probability based on (personal) preference patterns. After the translation of de Finetti’s theory into 
English, the controversy raged in the 1950’s to 1970’s with no satisfying solution over it. Nowadays, 
at least in the practice of statistics, Bayesian (going back to de Finetti’s perception of probability) and 
classical methods for statistical inference (based on a frequentist probability conception) are used 
interchangeably in the way of whatever seems to provide better models for a specific situation. That 
means, in practice, the decision between the two approaches is purely pragmatic while in theory, the 
controversy is unresolved and the community has agreed to let it unresolved. Berger (1985) with his 
“dry” exposition of the mathematical background paved the way to this “approach”. 

 
Controversies in statistics education on statistical inference 

In 1997, a fierce discussion emerged in the American Statistician on statistical inference from 
a didactical point of view (Albert, 1997; Berry, 1997; Moore, 1997). It is obvious that from a 
didactical perspective, the basic concept of probability cannot be treated as a pure mathematical 
concept that leads to models that are sometimes better and sometime fit less well as is expressed by 
the famous statement of G. E. P. Box “All models are wrong but some of them are useful” (Box & 
Draper, 1987). What remains from all the debate is the multifaceted character of statistical inference 
and that it is difficult to conceptualise, understand, and teach (Carranza & Kuzniak, 2008; Borovcnik 
& Kapadia, 2013).  
 
Informal ways towards statistical inference 

In statistics education, there have been distinct directions to deal with the complexity: one 
goes back to Vancsó (2009), who develops a parallel approach to classical and Bayesian methods for 
statistical inference in order to make it easier for learners to understand each position and the related 
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solution for the inference better. Vancsó (2013) continues this endeavour and Vancsó (2018) enriches 
the approach with visualisation.  

The other direction to deal with the complexity of the statistical inference is to begin with a 
reduced situation of inference and make the developed method plausible by informal ways to 
“motivate” and explain the procedure (by analogies, or by visualisation, or by simulation, or by 
teaching methods that combine these didactical strategies). Early suggestions are Borovcnik (1996; 
2006a; 2006b), refined ways to deal with statistical inference from an informal point of view are 
Batanero and Borovcnik (2016) or Borovcnik (2019). The approaches resume several attempts of the 
discipline of statistics to simplify the situation in statistical inference, especially for the reason of 
providing methods that have to rely on fewer assumptions so that the “wrong model” gets less severe 
implications on the final decisions, which are based on the result of applying the method of inference 
on the problem under scrutiny. The non-parametric approach of Noether (1967) is to name here as 
well as the ever-growing field of resampling and Bootstrap since the seminal publication of Efron and 
Tibshirani (1993). 

 
Exploratory data analysis 

A side-step of the historical development is marked by the Exploratory Data Analysis (Tukey, 
1977). This has been perfectly received by the research community in the sense of a hypothesis 
generating method but is less tractable for hypothesis testing as is required in statistical inference. That 
has to do with the novel approach of an interactive modeller who adapts the model step-by-step by 
interpreting intermediate results from the analysis by the modeller’s knowledge of the context of the 
investigated problem. By the end, the insight into the result from the knowledge on the context forms 
the justification of the results. Yet, this feature attributes too much responsibility to the modeller and 
the results have the touch of subjectivity due to the personal decisions in the modelling phase, which 
may cause problems in the usual case when the modeller and those who have to follow the solution of 
the model are distinct. As in this case, subjective acts of the modeller are “forced” upon others who – 
as a normal reaction to it – would then reject the modelling and the result as relevant for them. 

 
“Informal inference” 

Noether’s non-parametric approach has gained more attention by the huge computer facilities, 
which make it easy to simulate from a large number of combinatorial possible cases, which is now 
called re-randomisation. Computer facilities have also reinforced the implementation of Bootstrap 
methods. The methods are developed, for example, in Edgington (1995), Efron (2000), or Manly 
(2007). A quick orientation on Bootstrap and re-randomisation is offered by didactical analyses such 
as Engel (2008; 2010), or Borovcnik (2019). 

In statistics education, a school of “informal inference” has been established that simplifies 
statistical inference to the reduced situation either in re-randomisation or in Bootstrap. This 
development was initiated by the milestone paper of Cobb (2007) who criticised the appropriateness 
of the full complexity of statistical inference in the light of the new developments of the discipline of 
resampling. Early attempts to investigate the viability of such a reduction go back to Garfield and 
Ben-Zvi (2008), or Rossman (2008). Meanwhile, the approach has been extended to cover the 
curriculum of statistical inference (in the reduced form) over the secondary level and the introduction 
into statistical inference at universities (Stohl Lee, Angotti, & Tarr, 2010; delMas, 2017; Ben-Zvi, 
Makar, & Garfield, 2018).  

 
Bayesian decision theory  

The Bayesian approach towards decision theory (using a more general, discrete decision 
situation rather than the parametric model with a family of continuous distributions such as that of the 
normal distribution) has attracted less attention though the 1997 discussion has been fiercely in favour 
of Bayesian methods but as Moore (1997) stated in this discussion, the required prior distributions on 
the parameter of the model distribution multiplies the mathematical complexities beyond feasible 
teaching solutions at least at the secondary level. Yet, see Vancsó’s (2008) approach who uses 
software for the required complex calculations and substitutes mathematical formalism by a visual 
approach towards the prior and posterior distributions (Vancsó, 2018); that means he uses a qualitative 
perception of distribution highly connected to the visual display of the distribution and illustrates the 
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feasibility of the approach by a qualitative comparison of prior distributions (which “model” any 
knowledge prior to the data, which are to be analysed) with posterior distributions (which summarise 
the information prior to the data AND the information from the data). Stangl (2017) advocates using 
the Bayesian paradigm for teaching and illustrates her demand by examples that can be used also for 
secondary-level education. 

 
The future of statistical inference 

In the era of Big Data, methods for learning from data (Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2009) 
by extracting patterns by sophisticated data-reduction algorithms, seemingly bypass inference. Yet, 
methods of statistical inference will even increase in relevance to identify features in data that deviate 
from representativeness so that the bias in them may be removed. Furthermore, empirical research will 
continue to investigate experiments that are specifically designed to produce data that can be analysed 
by methods of statistical inference in order to partially answer the raised research questions.  

 
INFORMAL AND “INFORMAL” STATISTICAL INFERENCE 

We will denote the specific approach to statistical inference that simplifies the complexity of 
the inferential situation to the reduced situation, which is hosted by resampling methods (which 
comprise the re-randomisation and the Bootstrap approach) as “informal inference”.  

 
Didactic target of “informal” and informal inference 

Didactic target of this “informal inference” is to leave out the full complexity of statistical 
inference once and for all in-line with Cobb’s (2007) statement that the historic approach of statistical 
inference is outdated with the new facilities by computer power, which makes any probability 
distribution superfluous as every statistical inference can now be done by resampling from the existing 
data so that no further assumption has to be granted except that the data originates from a random 
sample. Informal inference (without quotation marks) is reserved here for informal ways to illustrate 
and to make accessible the full complexity of statistical inference. That means that – temporarily – the 
situation could be restricted to the same situation as is used in “informal inference”; yet, this is 
characterised by a conscious step of simplification of the full situation from the outset. 

For the methods of both approaches, see the vastly growing literature on “informal inference” 
(e.g., Ben-Zvi, Makar, & Garfield, 2018) or Borovcnik (2019). The effectivity of teaching statistical 
inference by “informal inference” has been the scope of studies such as Zieffler, Garfield, delMas, and 
Reading (2008), Makar and Rubin (2009; 2014), or Pfannkuch and Wild (2012); delMas (2017) also 
contributes to the results in favour of “informal inference”. 

 
Critique on the “informal inference” approach 

Critique on the approach – if seen as a universal solution for the whole statistical inference 
and not as a pathway towards it (as an intermediate state towards the full complexity) – has been 
expressed by Biehler (2014) who debates the basic problem of an “informal approach” as informal to 
which approach towards statistical inference as there are many (see the controversy in the foundations 
above and see Barnett, 1982). From the discipline of statistics, it has to be stated that – against all 
predictions that traditional methods of statistical inference are outdated (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993; 
Cobb, 2007) – classical statistical methods are still widely used, much more than resampling methods. 
Furthermore, the solutions of resampling do not provide the solutions that are promised: Howell (n. d.) 
and Lunneborg (2000) show that Bootstrap intervals are different from classical confidence intervals 
and there is no guarantee that they “converge” to them; they have other boundaries and other coverage 
properties. Re-randomisation provides no substitute for the power of statistical tests (the complement 
of the type-II error) as there is no way to formulate and embed an alternative hypothesis in the 
method. Borovcnik (2013; 2017; 2019), Kapadia and Borovcnik (2015) summarise the flaws of an 
“informal inference” approach. 

 
CONCLUSION 

Borovcnik (2019, p. 14) states 
“‘Informal inference’ is not inference in a mathematical sense. It is NOT an informal approach to what 
the discipline of statistics calls inference. It presents a rather restricted approach to making inferences 
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with no obvious links how to proceed from there to formal inference (unless one omits traditional 
statistical inference).” 
 

• With “informal inference” it is impossible to address key issues of statistical inference (type-II 
error neither with re-randomisation nor with Bootstrap as it is not possible to formulate alternative 
hypotheses within the same framework. 

• “Informal inference” reduces all statistical activities to the data; no hypotheses are any longer 
involved. By the sole method of simulation (resampling from the data, which is under 
investigation), probability is reduced to a pure frequentist concept leaving all Bayesian methods 
and views outside the reach of considerations. 

• The approach fails with small probabilities as small probabilities (as they are usually connected to 
investigations of risks) have no equivalent in the given data. Either they are not represented at all 
or small probabilities are overestimated by the natural fluctuation of data (see Borovcnik, 2016). 

Borovcnik (2019, pp. 15) summarises issues to re-consider for an “informal inference” approach. For 
reasons of space here, only three points are repeated: 
 

“‘Informal Inference’ is very convincing but leads to a restricted methodology that is a strict subset of 
statistical inference. […] 
How to continue the curriculum within such a setting? There is no path from resampling to decision 
theory, which is much closer to many problems of everyday concern […]. There is no connection from 
resampling to Bayes methods [...]. 
Conceptual understanding differs from easier access and solving of tasks. Furthermore, modelling is 
absorbed in simulation. This may result in data as facts while models represent a hypothetical way of 
thinking. […]” 

 
We suggest using resampling (Bootstrap and re-randomisation) as a transient stage to 

statistical inference and focus on ways of simplifying the full complexity of statistical inference. 
Examples that fit to such an informal approach are elaborated in detail in Batanero and Borovcnik 
(2016). Applets that support the approach are available from Borovcnik (n. d.). The wider field of 
decisions under uncertainty (Borovcnik, 2020a; 2020b) that is connected to statistical inference from a 
Bayesian viewpoint may serve as a final argument against narrowing the perspective in teaching. 
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